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Challenges
The landscape of threats attacking client endpoints was quickly changing, 
and for Compunet IT Solutions, their traditional anti-virus vendor wasn’t 
catching up to protect their clients from the new and evolving attack 
methods. “Our clients were getting hit with early stage malware and 
ransomware attacks, which required a lot of time to administer patches 
and remediate. To address the issue, we began supplementing with 
Malwarebytes as an immediate solution,” said Tony Healy, Director of 
Compunet IT Solutions.

• Early-stage malware and ransomware attacks hitting client base

• Traditional antivirus no longer providing adequate defense against 
new types of attacks

• Business interruptions from successful ransomware attacks hitting 
clients’ in-house servers

• Spending valuable time handling clients’ endpoint issues, which was 
costing everyone money

Reasons for choosing Malwarebytes
With the intention of selecting a new endpoint security partner that 
provides effective protection, Compunet IT Solutions evaluated multiple 
vendor products. “Many of our clients who engage us to provide 
outsourced IT services were using a variety of endpoint protection 
products, so we could see how they performed, firsthand, in live 
environments. Malwarebytes was the clear leader,” said Healy.

• More effective security to protect clients from the latest threats and 
alleviate spending time and money on endpoint issues 

• Flexible management with cloud-based approach that makes it easy 
and efficient to administer all clients from one user interface
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Malwarebytes is a cybersecurity company that millions worldwide trust. Malwarebytes proactively protects people and businesses against malicious 
threats, including ransomware, that traditional antivirus solutions miss. The company’s flagship product uses signature-less technologies to detect and 
stop a cyberattack before damage occurs. Learn more at www.malwarebytes.com.
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• Simple deployments make it easy to get clients up and running 

• Trustworthy reputation as industry leader who stays on top of current and emerging security threats

How Malwarebytes solved the problem
“Malwarebytes has been a game changer, dropping the level of risk for our clients. And the cloud-based MSP 
platform gives us proactive, full oversight to manage our entire customer base, rather than a one-on-one, break-fix 
approach. With Malwarebytes, we’re the fully-fledged source of trust for our clients’ endpoint security,” said Healy.

• Effective security with real-time protection to attacks as they emerge, such as WannaCry, that greatly 
simplifies client support

• Responsive technical support to inquiries enables Compunet IT Solutions to spend time on real issues provide 
clients with timely, high-quality service

• Easy oversight of clients with cloud-based OneView console that provides time savings managing clients

Malwarebytes has been a game changer, dropping the level of risk for our clients. And the cloud-
based MSP platform gives us proactive, full oversight to manage our entire customer base, rather 
than a one-on-one, break-fix approach. With Malwarebytes, we’re the fully-fledged source of trust 
for our clients’ endpoint security.
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